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Abstract— Atomic layer deposition (ALD) provides
a
promising approach for deposition of ultrathin low-defect-density
tunnel barriers, and it has be en implemented in a high-vac uum
magnetron sputtering system for in situ deposition of ALD-Al 2O3
tunnel barriers in superconducto r-insulator-superconductor
(SIS) Josephson junctions. A smooth ALD- Al2O3 barrier layer
was grown on a Al-wetted Nb bottom electrode and was followed
with a top Nb electrode growth using sputtering. The formation
of tunnel barriers in the se Nb/ALD-Al2O3/Nb trilayers was
strongly indicated at room tem perature by using the current-inplane tunneling technique. Preliminary low temperature
measurements of current-voltage characteristics (IVC) of th e
Josephson junctions made from these trilayers confirmed the
integrity of the ALD-Al 2O3 barrier layer. However, the IcRN
product of the junctions is muc h smaller than the value expected
from the Ambegaokar-Baratof f formula suggesting a significant
pair-breaking mechanism at the interfaces.

Index Terms— Atomic layer deposition, Josephson junction.

to significant improvement of coherence time. However, the
required high temperature post-annealing at temperatures in
the neighborhood of 800 ºC seems necessary for
crystallization of the Al2O3 tunnel barrier layer, which induces
rough interfaces between the superconductors and the tunnel
barrier. In particular, the high mobility of Al at such high
processing temperatures prevents in situ epitaxial growth of
the superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) trilayers in
a layer-by-layer fashion [3]. Meanwhile, for the two most
widely used material systems of superconducting qubits, NbAlOx-Nb and Al-AlOx-Al, epitaxial growth of Al2O3 will be
extremely challenging due to the fundamental difference in
lattice structures between the hexagonal Al2O3 and the cubic
Nb and Al. Therefore, exploration of new approaches for
fabrication of ultrathin (on the order of 1 nm) tunnel barrier
with greatly reduced defect density is imperative to increasing
the performance of superconducting qubits.
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of insulating tunnel barriers
may provide a promising solution to this long standing
problem. ALD has multiple advantages including conformal
growth, atomic-scale thickness control, and low defect
density. Such an accurate growth control is attributed to the
self-limited mechanism of chemical adsorption and reaction in
ALD [5], and it is important to obtain a tunnel barrier layer
with the required small thickness and low defect density.
Especially, the self-limited adsorption of source vapor and
sequential chemical reaction in the ALD process most likely
result in a complete layer-by-layer oxidation, which differs
fundamentally from the physical diffusion in thermal
oxidation process and could lead to much lower defect
densities. Thus ALD technique is very well suited for
fabricating ultrathin, low defect density tunnel barrier in SIS
junctions.
ALD growths of Al2O3 films on semiconducting and
insulating substrates have been widely explored during the
past two decades [6]. However, the ALD-Al2O3 growth
requires hydroxyl bonding on the sample surface, which
means direct ALD-Al2O3 growth on metal surfaces is
challenging due to the lack of a nucleation mechanism such as
hydroxyl groups. [7, 8]. To initiate ALD nucleation on metals,
one approach is to introduce hydroxylation, and this may be
accomplished using a hydrous plasma [8]. The hydroxylation
may also be obtained naturally on some metals that can be
easily oxidized by a similar process of hydroxylation, which
happens on semiconductors such as Si via attachment of

I. INTRODUCTION

J

osephson junctions are the central element of
superconducting quantum bits (qubits) which is one of the
most promising approaches to realizing scalable quantum
computing. While tremendous progress has been made in
research and development of superconducting qubits [1],
further enhancement of the quantum coherence time is
necessary. It has been reported that defects in superconducting
junctions, especially in the dielectric tunnel barrier layer,
acting as two-level systems (TLS) which has become the main
source of decoherence [2]. A recent work by Oh et al revealed
that the density of the TLS defects could be significantly
reduced by replacing amorphous AlOx barrier with epitaxial
Al2O3 layer on superconducting Re electrode [3, 4], which led
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transferred into an ALD chamber connected to the sputtering
chamber without breaking vacuum for in-situ ALD-Al2O3
growth.
The formula of fabricating ALD-Al2O3 [6] using
trimethylaluminum (TMA; semiconductor grade, Akzo Nobel
Polymer Chemicals LLC) and water (optima grade, Fisher
Scientific) is shown in Fig. 1(a). The ALD-Al2O3 process is
schematically described in Fig. 1(b). Ultrahigh purity
(99.999%) N2 was used as carrier gas to carry source vapor
into the ALD chamber and also worked as a purge gas. A
water pulse was applied at the beginning and the hydroxyl
groups were anticipated to bond on the Al wetting layer
surface. This pretreatment of the Al surface was followed with
the standard ALD cycles, each of which consisted of four
steps: TMA exposure, purge with N2, water exposure, and
purge with N2. The TMA exposure allows the Al-methyl
group to be adsorbed and bonded atop of the hydroxyl group.
The N2 purge removes residual TMA after the full surface
coverage of TMA to prepare for the water molecule absorption
and hydroxyl group bond atop. The cycle is completed with
the second N2 purge before the next cycle begins.
The ALD reaction chamber was heated to 200 oC using
resistive heaters. The ALD source vapor exposure and N2
purge were achieved by using computer controlled solenoid
valves. The exposure times for TMA and water pulses were
both 5 seconds and the two purge times were 30 seconds. A
quartz crystal monitor (QCM) was used for real-time growth
monitoring. After the ALD was completed, the samples were
cooled down naturally and transferred back to the sputtering
chamber for the top Nb layer sputtering. The diagram of the
final trilayer is shown in Fig. 1(c). Some samples without the
top-Nb layers were used for ALD-Al2O3 growth rate
calibration using a Horiba UVISEL spectroscopic ellipsometer
(SE) between 2.75 eV and 4 eV. Control samples that only
went through the ALD heating/cooling process without
exposure to any ALD source vapor were made for
characterization of the naturally formed AlOx on Al wetting
layer surface before ALD growth is initiated.

hydroxyl group to the surface oxygen. Nb is a well known
candidate in terms of its ease of oxidation. However, its
multiple valence states could produce multiple NbOx species
with electrical properties that range from metallic, to
semiconducting, to insulating [9]. This also typically leads to a
nonuniform surface oxide layer, which is not suitable for
Josephson tunnel barriers. Consequently, direct oxidation of
Nb needs to be avoided. Al is a promising candidate as the
wetting layer for Nb since it has high wettability and ease of
oxidation. In particular, thermal AlOx has been used as the
tunnel barrier for Nb/AlOx/Nb Josephson tunnel junctions. To
minimize the contribution from naturally formed AlOx to the
tunneling properties of the Josephson junctions, precautions
were taken to minimize exposing the Al wetting layer’s
surface to oxygen. One major issue in fabricating SIS trilayers
using ALD stems from the difficulties in interfacing between
the commercial ALD chamber with high-vacuum (HV) or
ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) physical vapor deposition (PVD)
systems, such as magnetron sputtering, for in-situ fabrication
of multilayer films. In order to resolve this issue, a home
designed ALD system was assembled and interfaced with an
UHV sputtering system. In this work, we report the
fabrication of Nb/ALD-Al2O3/Nb trilayers with Al wetting
layers using this in-situ sputtering/ALD system. Preliminary
characterizations have demonstrated the integrity of leak-free
ultrathin tunnel barriers made with Nb/ALD-Al2O3/Nb
Josephson junctions.
II. EXPERIMENT
Si substrates with a 500 nm thick thermal oxide layer were
mounted on a water-cooled stage for Nb sputtering. 90-200
nm thick Nb films were fabricated using DC sputtering in the
main sputtering chamber at 14 mTorr (1.87 Pa) Ar, 330W. The
Nb film sputtering rate was calibrated by using a KLA Tencor
P-16 profiler, which was also used to scan three-dimensional
morphology of the patterned junctions. After the deposition of
the bottom Nb films, a 7 nm thick Al layer was deposited
using DC sputtering at 14 mTorr (1.87 Pa) and 90W as a
wetting layer for ALD-Al2O3 growth. The samples were then

Fig. 1 ALD based trilayer fabrication process. (a) Reaction formula of ALD-Al2O3 using TMA and water. (b) Flow chart of ALD-Al2O3 fabrication. (c) Diagram
of trilayer with ALD-Al2O3 barrier.
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Fig. 2 shows the measured chamber pressure (top) and
QCM resonate frequency (bottom) versus time in an 8 cycle
ALD-Al2O3 fabrication process on top of Nb(200 nm)/Al(7
nm). The water and TMA pulses can be clearly identified from
the figure with pulse heights in the range of 30-60 mTorr (4-8
Pa) relative to the background pressure of carrier gas. The
observed QCM resonance frequency shows multiple steps, and
each step exactly correspond to either a water or a TMA pulse,
indicating the efficient adsorption of source vapors and growth
of ALD-Al2O3 film. The calculated frequency change of about
10 Hz per cycle, together with the measured ALD-Al2O3
growth rate of about 0.12 nm/cycle using spectroscopic
ellipsometer, can be used to monitor the growth of ALD-Al2O3
barrier.

To characterize the tunnel properties of the trilayers, CIPT
measurement was employed to test and verify the existence of
an ALD barrier as a convenient, room temperature method.
The CIPT technique was initially used to measure the
magneto-resistance of magnetic tunnel junctions, and the
tunneling resistance in multi-layer films can be estimated
using CIPT without patterning the sample [10, 11]. For a
Nb(92 nm)/Al(7 nm)/Nb(92 nm) reference trilayer that only
went through the ALD heating/cooling processes without
exposure to any source vapor, the tunneling resistance was too
low to measure using CIPT, indicating the heating/cooling
process in ALD does not cause significant oxidation of the Al
wetting layer. The result is not surprising since the saturation
thickness of an oxide film on aluminum can be tuned by
controlling oxygen pressure, indicating only less than a few
angstroms of AlOx might have been formed on Al wetting
layer since the estimated oxygen partial pressure is below
110-6 Torr (1.310-4 Pa) during the ALD heating/cooling
processes [12]. For a Nb(92 nm)/Al(7 nm)/ALD-Al2O3(14
cycles)/Nb(92 nm) trilayer with 14 ALD cycles grown on top
of the Al wetting layer, the tunneling resistance was clearly
identified by CIPT measurement, indicative of the ALD-Al2O3
tunnel barrier formation in ALD growth. In fact, we have
varied the number of the ALD cycles in the range of 2-20, and
a monotonic increase trend of the tunneling resistance with the
number of the ALD cycles has been observed. In addition,
uniform tunneling resistance with a small standard deviation
of less than 10% was observed on most samples with
diameters up to 50 mm.
Direct low temperature characterization of tunneling
properties was attempted on the Josephson junctions
fabricated from ALD trilayers, and the data obtained from
representative trilayers are depicted in Fig. 4. The R-T curve
of a 200 nm thick Nb film illustrated in Fig. 4(a) shows a
transition temperature of about 9.0 K and a resistance ratio
RRT/R10K ~3.0, which are expected for high quality Nb films.
Comparable RRT/R10K ~ 3.0 was also obtained from the top Nb
electrode of an ALD trilayer, indicating the top Nb film grown
on the ALD-Al2O3 layer has similar quality. Josephson
junctions were fabricated using some of the ALD trilayers and
the three-dimensional image of a large (9 um  9 um) junction
is shown in Fig. 4(b). For a 4 µm  4 µm junction made from
the reference trilayer which only went through ALD
heating/cooling process but without exposure to ALD sources,
its IVC at 4.2K [Fig. 4(c)] shows clearly a sudden increase of
tunneling current at the twice of the niobium’s
superconducting gap voltage 2/e ~ 2.3 mV, where  and e
are the superconducting gap energy and the charge of an
electron, respectively. The specific resistance of this junction
is RNA ~ 14.7 m2, where RN and A are the normal
resistance and area of the junction, respectively. According to
the Ambegaokar-Baratoff formula, the IcRN product of the
reference trilayer should be about 1.5 mV, where Ic is the
critical current of the junction. Thus, in the absence of extra
pair-breaking mechanisms, the critical current density Jc of the
Josephson junctions made from this trilayer is expected to be

Fig. 2 Pressure of TMA/H2O pulses (top) and the corresponding QCM
frequency change (bottom) in an 8 cycles ALD-Al2O3 process.

Resistance vs. temperature variation was measured using
standard four-probe measurement. Surface morphology was
characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Room
temperature current-in-plane tunneling (CIPT) measurement
[10, 11] was used to diagnose the existence of ALD barrier
layer by measuring the tunneling resistance at room
temperature. Josephson junctions with 4µm4µm area were
fabricated using this ALD-trilayer and the current (I) - voltage
(V) curve was characterized at liquid helium temperature [5].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The AFM images of the Al wetting layer and the ALDAl2O3 barrier are shown in Fig. 3. The surface of a 7 nm thick
Al wetting layer on top of 200 nm thick Nb film is smooth
with an average roughness Ra of 0.87 nm [Fig. 3(a)]. After 14
cycles of ALD-Al2O3 growth, the surface was still smooth
with a roughness of Ra~ 0.63 nm [Fig. 3(a)], which is
comparable to that of Al wetting layer and may be attributed
to the conformal growth of ALD. The smooth surface of ALDAl2O3 will further benefit the fabrication of high quality
trilayers and tunnel junctions.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 AFM images of (a) Al(7nm)/Nb(200nm), Ra= 0.87 nm; (b) 14 cycles of
ALD-Al2O3 on top of Nb(200nm)/Al(7nm), Ra=0.63 nm. Scan area is 5 µm 
5 µm.
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Jc ~ 9400 A/cm2 at 4.2K. The expected high Jc value indicates
a very thin tunnel barrier that was most likely formed on the
top surface by thermal oxidation of the Al wetting layer during
the heating/cooling process prior to the introduction of ALD
sources into the ALD chamber. Fig 4(d) shows the IVC of a 4
µm  4µm junction fabricated from an ALD trilayer of
Nb(150 nm)/ALD-Al2O3(8 cycles)/Nb(50 nm) with Al wetting
layer. The quasiparticle branch of the IVC has a very low subgap leakage current and the much higher specific resistance of
~ 3.57 km2 shows that the tunnel barrier layer is dominated
by ALD-grown Al2O3 instead of the thermal oxidation of the
Al wetting layer. However, IcRN product of the junctions
made from the reference trilayer and the ALD trilayer are only
about 0.3 mV to 0.5 mV which is a factor of three to five less
than that expected from the Ambegaokar-Baratoff formula
and/or empirical results compiled from junctions made from
Nb/Al-AlOx/Nb trilayers with controlled thermal oxidation.
Since both of the reference and the ALD trilayers have the
same problem of significantly suppressed Jc values, they seem
to suffer from the same pair-breaking mechanism. In principle,
magnetic impurities and charge trap centers could result in
significantly reduced pair current. However, in our experiment
the probability of having contamination from magnetic
impurities is extremely low leaving charge scattering centers
as the most probable source of extra pair breaking. We suspect
that for the ALD-Al2O3 barrier, the hydroxyl group terminated
surface might originate scattering centers. Moreover, the ALD
process was performed in a low vacuum environment with
nitrogen carrier gas and a pressure of a few 102 mTorr (13.3
Pa) was maintained using a mechanical pump, which could
introduce a little thermal oxidation or defects into the ALD
tunnel barrier. Such a low vacuum background was also
maintained by using mechanical pumping during
heating/cooling process and makes it hard to remove the water
vapor residue. Thus the residual hydroxyl absorbed on top of
Al wetting layer may introduce charge scatter centers in the
control sample shown in Fig. 4(c). Upgrading to high-vacuum
based ALD fabrication may reduce the possibility of
introducing additional hydroxyl groups into the sample prior
to ALD growth, and further optimizations on the trilayer
fabrication and junction performances are ongoing.

more fundamental details for the ALD growth process of the
SIS trilayer.
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Fig. 4 (a) R-T curve of a Nb film; (b) Three dimensional morphology of a 9
µm  9 µm ALD Josephson tunnel junction. (c) I-V of a 4 µm  4 µm
Josephson junction made from the Nb(150 nm)/Al(7 nm)/Nb(50 nm)
reference trilayer which only went through heating/cooling process without
exposure to any ALD source. The IVC was measured using a two-probe
method. (d) I-V curve of a 4 µm  4 µm Josephson junction made from the
ALD trilayer of Nb(150 nm)/ALD-Al2O3(8 cycles)/Nb(50 nm) with a 7-nm Al
wetting layer. The junction was measured using the four-probe method. All IV measurements were made at 4.2K.

IV. CONCLUSION
An integrated magnetron sputtering/ALD system was
assembled for in-situ fabrication of the Al2O3 tunnel barriers
in the Nb/ALD-Al2O3/Nb SIS trilayers. An Al wetting layer
deposited on Nb base electrode has been adopted to assist the
adsorption of ALD source vapors. Growth of ALD barrier was
monitored using a QCM monitor. The formation of ALDAl2O3 tunnel barrier has been confirmed by room temperature
CIPT measurement on unpatterned trilayers. Further definitive
proofs of the tunneling behaviors have been observed in the
low temperature IVC on ALD Josephson tunnel junctions. The
observed Ic suppression was attributed to pair-breaking
induced by hydroxyl scattering centers. Further optimizations
are ongoing to improve the junction performance and explore
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